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Examine the evaluation process at SU
JEAN WAHLBORG

StaffReporter

You know those faculty evalua-

tions we fill out at the end of each
quarter? Theones where you either
make your professor out to be a
blubbering idiot or a modern day
Socrates? Have you everwondered

whatis done with your comments?
Perhapsyou'ye wonderedhowyour

professorkeeps their jobin the first

who are intimately engaged with
theirprofessionand knowing what's
going on and knowing what the
new things are,"Simmons said.He
added that it does noone good if a
professor hasn't studied materials

of Arts and Sciences said. "Is it
possible that a faculty membercan
decipher thatthis handwritingmust
be from this student? Possibly yes,
but the chances are very, very
small."
since the 19605.
Despite this slimchance, theColHow are faculty evaluations lege of Science and Engineering
retypeswrittencomments onasepaprocessed?
This dependson the school. The rate form to give the student an
College of Artsand Sciences sends extra feeling of confidence. The

place.
The Spectator wondered these
things, too, and are here to answer
your questions to the elusive pro-

theformsto theUniversity ofWash- secretaries thensummarizethe nuington for processing. Uponreturn, merical data and determine the avthe written comments are given to erageresultofeachquestion. After
each faculty member and the nu- grades areposted, the faculty memcess of professor evaluations, fir- mericaldatagoes to the department ber and chairhave that summary.
ing, promotions,and tenure:
chair and dean. The written comHow areresultsoffaculty evaluWhat does it take to be an SU ments used to be typed up, but it ations used?
professor?
took the secretaries 2-3 months so
Chairs and deans review evaluaWith over 200 applications for this practice was abandoned. The tions mostly in cases of considereach faculty position, the school professors do not see the evalua- ation fortenureorpromotion. Then
establishescriteria forchoosingpro- tions until well into the next quar- they look not at any one particular
fessors.
ter, so you don't have to worry quarter or year, but look over sevFirst, theindividual mustbe com- about a professor changing your eral years. They look at numbers
mittedto the University's mission. grade ifyou calledtheman idiot(if and written comments over time
Faculty do not have to be religious, they can recognize your handwrit- and compare these ratings to other
but must "show a respect for the ing in the first place).
faculty in the field.
Dean Wallace Lohof theCollege
religious dimension ofhuman life"
"There may be a certain class
according to theSU Faculty Handbook. A faculty membermust also

demonstrate "teachingexcellence,"
which requires active participation
inresearch, studentadvisementand
displaying a commitment to service.
According to dean ofthe School
ofScience andEngineering,George
Simmons, professors must be involved in current research because
students learn more by doing and
acting than byreadingabout what's
been done. "So we need faculty

where

[a

faculty
member]
just bombs

for whatever
reason, and

there maybe
another
class where
[they] get

extraordinarily high
ratings, and

it's adjustments. You
try not to be

persuaded
by the very,
very high or
the very,
very low,"

Loh said.
In general, evaluations areex-

amined for
patterns,for

something

even got
"When Iwent to college in the mid-60s I
arrested because we had a sit-in in the dean's
office. .about 100 of us, because we believed as"students
we should have a say in our teaching.

.

Wallace Loh, Dean of College of Arts and Sciences
specific,likeiftheamountof home-

and tell each other 'this professor
you shouldn't take.' I'm not sure
thatgrapevineis allthataccurate. If
Iwere a professor, Iwould rather
have the students see the objective
data than relyon the hearsayof two
or three buddies." Though some

professors undoubtedly fear being
openly bashed, publicizing results
wouldmake faculty accountable for
poorteachingareas. Like the rating
system inLos Angelesthat requires
restaurants to post their health department letter grade in their window, displayingevaluation grades
would force professors to improve

work is consistently way toomuch. their performance if they wanted
If enough students make a particu- people to partake of their services.
lar complaint, the chair will talk to
Arebad professorsfired? Or at

the faculty and ask if the problem
can be addressed or whathis or her
response is to the complaint.
Why aren't the faculty evaluations available for everyone to
see?
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least punished?
"We try to address the situation
and toremedy the situation; it's not
a punishment kind of thing," explainedLoh.
Faculty are reviewedevery year
The school claims confidential- by their departmentchairs and after
ity. We area privateuniversityand two and four years by the college
are therefore notrequired bylaw to dean.Aschairsand deansseeissues
make faculty evaluations public where they think improvements
domain. It is simply a choice the needs to be made, that information
school has made to not have the goes back to the facultymember.If
evaluations public. Loh disagrees a professorreceives complaints, for
with this practice. He said he has example, they may be paired up
worked at several public and pri- with a faculty mentor who willwork
vate universities and SU is the first with themto improvetheirteaching
to keep evaluations hidden. Loh skills. All faculty members who
even advocated that evaluations receive complaints are spoken with
becomepublic whenhe wasa stu- and offered chances to improve.
'
dent.
Theultimate thingis they can t stay,
Loh explained,"When I went to and at thatparticular point he or she

college in the mid-60s Ieven got
arrestedbecause we had a sit-in in
the dean's office...about 100 ofus,
because webelieved as students we
shouldhave a say in our teaching. [I
thought] Iam sitting in this
professor's class 30-40times ayear;
I'm entitled to an opinion." Loh

\ tBW. V \

believes this change is necessary
because we live in an "academic
democracy." He added that this
whole business of faculty evaluations being hidden smacks of the

fOSf&tVi
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Soviet Union.
One advantage to opening the
faculty evaluation results to everyone is the elimination of whatLoh
called "the grapevine." Loh explained, "There is a grapevine out
there, andstudents talk toeachother

is not rehired for the next school
year. The school doesn't have to
maintain adjunctprofessors foreven
a wholeyear,butthe situationmust

be pretty bad for them

to be fired

early.

Why are inadequate faculty
(according to students) still employed?

"Sometimes it takes awhile

to

figure out this isn'tgoing to work.It
isn't like oh my goodness, that
course went really bad, you're out

of here," Loh explained.
Professors are given several
chances to correct problems. If it
doesn't seem like the problem can
be fixed,

See Evaluation page 5
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Start-up company leads students to jobs
KIMBURLY ERVIN
StaffReporter

2001 withamaster's inmechanical
engineering, came up with theidea
As those looking for a job can allegedly through theirownhassles
attest, trying to find a job today is of trying to find a job.
not an easy task.
Granland and Owen weren't the
With the lagging economy, ris- onlyone's that got jobs out of the
ing unemployment along with an
overabundanceofsoon-to-be
gradu'
ates,therejust aren t enoughjobsto
go around.
However,those students looking
for a job may have a legup on the

competition in the form of

CampusPoint Corporation.
This new start-up internet company, www.campuspoint.com.
seeks to link students in the Washingtonarea thatarelooking fora job
or internship to employers searching for students.
Over 500 local companies have
alreadysignedonto be a partofthis

unique endeavor.
"It's good because these are all
local jobs. I'm sure some of the
companies have branches located
across the country, but if you're
looking for Washingtonjobs,thisis
the place." stated Kevin Olsen, a
senior marketing major and
CampusPoint ambassador for Se-

"It's good cause
these are all local
jobs. I'm sure
some of the
companies have
branches located
across the country,
but if you're
lookingfor
Washington jobs,
this is the place"
kfvin olsen,
Campuspoint.com

attle University.

ambassador
CampusPoint was startedin September 2002 by two University of
Washington graduates.
Jason Granland, who graduated deal.
"My friend is friends with these
in 1999 with a businessdegree,and
Griffith Owen, who graduated in two guys at UW andhe told methat

they werestarting this thing

[CampusPoint]
up," Olsen explained."Iwent
on, signed up,
and saw they
were looking
for anambassador. Iapplied
and within a
week, heard

back

from

them. I met

them
here
[Pigott Atrium]
and they hired
me,it was pretty

laid back."
Seattle University was the
first campus to

work
with
CampusPoint
Corp. through the ambassadorship
of Olsen and fellow ambassador
Amy Solari.

TempTern. These jobs can last
from anywhere between a week to
six months or longer.
RegisteringwithCampusPoint is
fairly painless.
The only requirement is thatyou

Their jobs became crucial when
came to spreading the word about
CampusPoint. According to Olsen
200SUstudents are currentlyregis- must be enrolled at a university, or
tered at CampusPoint.
havebeenenrolledin one within the
Recently, CampusPoint has cre- past 18 months.
ated anew addition to their service
It takes just a few minutes, and
aimed at putting students with em- oncetheconnection has beenestabployers together while putting an lished, aresume is created and you
emphasis on obtaininginternships. are free to search and apply to any
This program is known as of the jobopportunitiesavailable.
"I don'tfind out who gets hired,
unless Ihappentoknow theperson

Dorm busts. Reckless Vandalism. Burnt SPAM.
All reported for your entertainment.

JAMILA JOHNSON

made several changes in the elec-

tion process for the 2003-2004
school year.

The first change was met this
week, when 21 students applying
for various positionsin the student
body had to collect 40 signatures
insteadof the 20 signatures that had
been requiredin past years.
"Because we have 40 signatures
percandidate wenow have,assuming there is nocross over, 840 students whoknow to vote,"Secretary
of Elections, Carl Bergquist,

By Austin l.Burton

View it now on:

www.spectator-online.com

said."We're trying to get students
accountable,"he said.
Another change hasbeen the ad—
dition of anew position in ASSU
the Athletic Representative.This is
a position being activelysought by
junior sociology major, Kelly
Stewart.
"If elected, Iwouldpush to create a stronger relationshipbetween
Athletics and the rest of campus,"
Stewart said in her statement when
she announced she was running.
Stewart has played for the
women's soccer team, served as a
member of theStudent Athlete Advisory Committee, andbeen amember ofGenderEquity Committeein
Athletics. She is runningunopposed.

See ASSU page 4
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Change comes to
ASSU elections
ASSU Cadidates
Neivs Editor
In hopes of a more informedstudent body, ASSU officials have

Security Report

but it seems to be working. Imean
it worked for me.CampusPoint responded in like a week," Olsen
stated.
"It seems to be that they're starting with business majors because,
well, they have tostart somewhere.
But they're branching out. We've
got marketing majors, mechanical
engineering majors, and psychology majors. There are companies
ranging from Zumie's Clothing to
American Financial thai are using
the site. It'sstillin theexperimental phase, but it's looking pretty
good," Olsen said.

President:
Nicole Palmiter
Josef Gabriel
Cisco Smith
Executive VicePresident:
Analisa Castaneda
Annie Lee
VicePresident of Student
Affairs:
Laura Norman
VicePresident ofFinance:
Kirn Silva
Daniel Strickland
Keith Scott
Sophomore Representative:
Heather Hutson
Erwin Santiago
Junior Representative:
Arlyn Dean
AdriaRidolfi
Senior Representative:
Erica Eschbach
Minority Representative:
Robert Vargas
Scan Mizokawa
Adriana Guerrero
Athletic Representative:
Kelly Stewart
Resident Representative:
Saunatina Sanchez
Alicia Kephart
At-Large Representative
YosefKufa
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Security Report
Next Friday Edition
AUSTIN L.BURTON
Co-Managing Editor

"Little m*****f***** gon'
try to rob me.Well I'ma show

If you' vebeenreadingSecurity
Report for the past year youknow
how Ifeel about Friday, the 1995
comedy starring Ice Cube, Chris
Tucker,John WitherspoonandNia
Long. Simply put, it's a classic;
there's justnobetter way tosay it.
As far as sequels go, 2000's
NextFridayholds up pretty well.
Mike Epps' character, Day-Day,
does adecent jobfilling Tucker's
spot as Cube's sidekick, not trying to be Smokey Jr.and carving
his ownniche. The restof the old
c naractersdon' t changemuchand
the new characters bring something to the table.
Overall,Next Friday isn'ta sequel that outshines the original,
such as Terminator 2, Godfather
HotRockyIV itrelied toomuch
on slapstick and sight and sound
gagsfor that.But at the sametime
it wasn'tone ofthosesequels mat
insultsthe originaleither,like Jurassic Park 2, Karate Kid 3 or
House Party 4.
Ifnothingelse,NextFridayhas
Pinky,probably one of my Top 5
favorite comedy movie characters ever. Check it out if you
haven't seenit.

—

you how we doit up herein
Pinky's,n****!"

calm them down. The person was
given a trespass warning and escorted off campus.

Monday, 4-14-03
While studying in theLemieux
Library, a student had two books
and an Internet connection cable
stolen from their study carol. The
Internet cable was valued at approximately$22.Ifthebooks were
textbooks, you know they were
expensive as allheck.If they were
library books, that would be
messed up if the theft victim got
fined for them.
"Hey,Idon't want any

trouble with you. Youdon't
have tosend your posse out
here to doa 1-8-7inmy a**."

"You starting to think like a
dog.Them fleas and ticksis
sucking on your old-a** brain."

Thursday, 4-17-03
Bellarmine Hall turned into a
cheesy horror movie (or a lowbudget PhoneBooth),as a student
Wednesday, 4-16-03
said they received some harassSomeone called CPS to report ingphone calls.The student said
some malicious mischief going the calls were "belligerent" in
onat the1lthandE. Cherrypark- nature, andthe voice soundedlike
inggarage. CPS staff arrived to it was computer-generated or
find the West door had been hit somehow filtered through acomwithseveralpaintballpellets.The puter.
mess wascleaned up.
CPS is investigating the source
of the calls, which looks to have
"Igot the BGs."
been an off-campus phone.

"What's theBGs?"
"Imet D'Wana threemonths
ago.Shehad alittle pudgeIn
her stomach, but...l thought it
came from drinking40sand
s***,'cause she hadalittlebeer
onher breath.Come to find out
she's six months pregnant,
talking aboutI'mthe baby's
daddy."

"The Bubble Guts! I'm nervous, and I'm about to s*** on
myself!"
Thursday, 4-17-03
A student in the Administration
Building reported feeling abdominal pain, apparently from an already-known condition. The student declined CPS' medical attentionbutasked for aride to the hospital. CPS stayed with the person
until their ride arrived.

"Now...you ain't got no
gun...but where da weedat?"

Friday, 4-18-03
BellarmineHallthenturnedinto
a Cheech and Chong flick (or a
low-budget Half-Baked), as a
marijuana-like odor wascoming
froma resident roomand caught
theattention ofCPSstaff.No one
answeredthedoor whenCPSand
theR.A.knocked, but theycould
hear noises coming from inside
the room.
TheR.A.announced they were
cominginandjustas they wentto
openthedoor theresident opened
it.An inspection of theroom uncovereddrugparaphernalia,some
marijuana, and two empty alco-

Monday,4-14-03
A person who is not affiliated
with theuniversity wasbeing "verbally belligerent" and yelling at
people on the second floor of the
Tuesday, 4-15-03
Lemeiux Library (Sidenote: I While picking up some books
thought alibrary wassupposed to near die second floor's magazine
be calm? We've got thieves and area, a library staff member (What
"Girl, you 'sposed to be 1,000
fools running all over that place). is up with the library this week?
After Campus Public Safety was Wasthere something inthe water?) feet away from my house!
called and came to the scene, the came upon a half-empty can of Whatchu doin' here?"
belligerentperson kept on yelling Buschbeer sitting on a shelf. The
ThisSecurity Report has some for some unknown reasonandwas alcohol wasdisposedofandnoother
"Youcan't quitme; I'mpreg- holbottles.

quotes from themovie.

uncooperative when CPS tried to

nant withyo'baby."

alcohol was found.

Theincident was forwardedto

the student conduct system.
f
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ASSU: Elections reforms

'

From page 3

peopledidn't understand (the elec-

obtaining card access to all dorms
lobbies for residents, and addressing the needs of the student body."
Smith isajuniorpre-majorwhose
list some of his projects underway
alreadyas working towardthe Merchant Discount Program for students,acrosswalk for IHop, and the

tion),"Bergquist said.

uprightpianoand InternetCafe for

One of the most confusing aspectshadbeen theprimary and final
elections happening within two
weeks of eachother.
People wereunsure when to vote
and if they had votedbefore.
This year ASSU will forego a
primary andholdonly one election
todecide the 11 executive and representative positions.
This means that three possible
presidents on the ballet will be
Nicole Palmiter, Josef Gabrieland
Cisco Smith.
Palmiteris a sophomore internationalbusiness major whohas been
involved in ASSU for two years
holding elected positions.
"Iplan to work towardsbuilding
community oncampusandincreasing school pride,primarily through
increased club presence and the
implementation oftraditions/events
on campus," Palmiter said in her

the Bistro.

The next change to hit ASSU
elections came about after a candidate recieved input from students
on the election processlast year.
'The one thing we heard is that

Taize Service
Sunday 7:oopm
April 27 and May 25
The Taize Service originated in Taize, France
in the1940's as a meditative, prayerful experience
a place of peace to find God This unique gathering
is made more special by the sanctuary at
First Covenant Church, lit by candles, filledwith
the traditionalchants ofTaize.

—

Please enter this extraordinary space of beauty
to find what is truly beautiful.

All are welcome.

statement.

First Covenant Church
400 East Pike (at Bellevue}
First Hill,Seattle, WA
"

1
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Gabriel is a sophomoreengineering major who has been involved
withSEAC,trackand crosscountry
as wellas crew.
He plans on, "Making the Student Center a bit more student
friendly, resolving parking issues,

"I feel a strong desire to take my
involvement to the next level and
encourageeveryone to be more active,and along the way have some
fun too," Smith said in his statement.

This year those working on the
elections areexpectinga larger turnout then in the past. Bergquist is

hoping for about 800 voters. The
largest election in recent history
happened seven years ago when
850 SU students voted.
Voting on campus is a lot easier
than it was sevenyearsago.
This willbe the thirdelectionthat
willallow online and in-person ballots.
For anyone wonderingifitis possible to vote twice, the IT system
has taken care of that concern.
According to Bergquist, the IT
system cross-references those who
vote inpersonand the votesonline.
Anyone who votes twice has their
online vote counted and their in
person vote thrown out.

Theres,however,no punishment

for voting twice.

See Election pave5
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Elections: Students runfor 2003 office
tures. Ifno one else signs up to be a

write in candidate by Friday, the

one write-in candidate will only
have to vote forthemselves in order
to win the position.
"The one with the most votes
write-incandidate.
wins
and when thereisno one else,
commuter,
positions
These
are
international and non-traditional voting for one's self is enough.It's
representative. Students interested that way with thoseunopposedtoo,"
in being a write-in candidate can Bergquist said.
Other unopposed positions are
speak with the secretary of electhat
of vice president of student
tions and collect their 40 signaThree positions will have to be
decidedin the fall if noone turns in
their paperwork by Friday to be a

the dean,chair, and faculty member
meet todecide whatshouldbe done.

Loh said this group usually

concludes, "You'd probably be
happier doing something else.
Picking another path." Loh added
thatifthey want tostayhere, faculty
must meet some pretty high
expectations,and most of them do.
What happensifafacultymember yellsat a student?
"There's no law against being
unpleasant," Loh said. Sometimes
after a student explains a situation
tohim,he tells themwhathappened
was probably ok; and they'll have
to live with it as part of human
interaction. However,any concerns
youhaveshouldbeaddressedto the

department chair, whowillthen talk
'"/ith the faculty member. If you
know others feel the same way, the

affairs, senior, athletic and at-large
representative.
Running for a position requires
students to meet minimum GPA in
accordance with their department
requirements.
They also must sign a declaration
acknowledgingtherules oftheelection and a personal statement that
canberead by students.Statements
from all of the candidates are available at www.seattleu.edu/assu.

membertoget fired?
Examples were not given.
Several things can happen for a
How are good professors refaculty member to lose their job, warded?
one of which is deterioration in
Of course SU has many good
status.
DeanLohsaid students
Faculty
professors.
medical
The
Hand-

book states, "the faculty member's
physical or mental health [must
have]deteriorated tosuch anextent
that, even with reasonable accommodation, essential teaching and
advising duties can no longer be

performedsatisfactorily; and there
[must be] clear evidence that such
disability is likely to persist."
Faculty can also have their contracts terminated if thereis a financial crisis in their school or if an
educationalprogram is being discontinued. The four ways faculty
can be dismissed (which thehandbookdoes notclearly define as different from termination)are "serious professionalincompetence, seriousandpersistent inadequateperformance ofacademicduties, grave

election

information
Voting takes place April
28-3Oth and can be done at
four voting booths on
campus or online at www.
suonline.edu.
Anyone planning on

out their years of service."

Until a
year ago tenured faculty classes did
not all have to be evaluated.
Tenured faculty also are treated
differently if a complaint is made
against them. An evaluation must
show that he or she has "serious
deficiencies which have persisted
over time or are likely to become
persistent," as stated in the Faculty
Handbook. The faculty member is
then met with and the problems
discussed. He or she is then given
two years to correct the problem,at
which point if it is not fixed, the
Deancan ask thatthe faculty member be reviewed for dismissal. It is
only under these serious circumstances and after several reviews
that a tenured faculty member can
be fired.

emails, little notes that
"sendlittle
'
say, Ireallyappreciated taking this
class,' [which are] totally unsolicited."
These types of professors arerewarded with advancement in rank
or salary increases. Ultimately a
well-performing professor may be
awarded with tenure after the necessary timehas passed.
What does it mean if a faculty
member is tenured?
A tenured faculty member will
have their contract automatically
renewed each year (otherwise faculty are not entitled to reappointWhatdoesit take toget tenure?
ment). Theyalso cannot bereduced
inrank or salary. According to the
First a faculty member must apfaculty handbook, 'Tenured fac- ply to the dean for consideration.
ulty membersare evaluated annu- He or shemustbe intheirsixthyear

dean maypick acoupleof students
at randomfrom the class to talk to. personal misconduct, and material allyand are expectedto maintaina
What doesit take for a faculty breach of employment contract." highlevel of performance through-

at SU to beconsideredand cannot

be tenured until the beginning of

running as a write-in candidate must alsoobtain 40

signatures.
Results will be available
May 2 after 2 p.m. or
earlier.

their seventh year. Specialexceptions are sometimesmade for fac-

ulty transferring from another university withexperience. The University Rank and Tenure committee evaluates the person applying
by looking through their past research papers,evaluations,and serviceparticipation. Serviceincludes
positions on university boards, assessingdepartment curriculum, and
planning events such as freshman
convocation. The main question
asked according to Loh is "do we

have someone that we would embrace for a lifetime?"
Other than faculty evaluations
completed by students, how are

faculty checked up on?
Sometimesfaculty gounderpeer
review, whichis

when another fac-

ulty member sits in the class and
writesupa writtenstatement. Sometimes outsiders sit in who have no
relationshipwiththe facuity to gain
a more unbiased evaluation.Each
yeara faculty member is alsoasked
to give a self-evaluation, which is
then discussed with the chair of the
department. These evaluations become part of basis for tenure and
promotion consideration. Thedean
also keeps a legal personal file on
each faculty member for review,
which can only accessed by the

department chair, dean, and provost.

Not eventhe faculty themselves
can see their personal file except
under the freedom of information
act in a court case.

Sports
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Tennis attempts NBA playoffs begin; Can
revival with club
Lakers do it again?
TONISUTTON

learning.

Staff Reporter

"Everybody on the team is great,
Last year, administrators at Se- and Istarted this club up so tennis
attleUniversity decidedtodo away could still have some of the spotwith the varsity tennis team, leav- light here at Seattle University,"
ing many students very unhappy Bergquist explained.
aboutthelost.When the decision to
Tennis club captain, Shannon
cut the team was made, Carl Garvin, a SU law student, said she
Bergquist, senior journalism ma- really enjoys being a part of the
jor, decidedto take matters into his

own hands and last September

team. She addedthat the clubhas a
great foundation, and will hope-

fully keep

".../ started this club up so
tennis could stillhave some of
the spotlight here at" Seattle
University.
Carl bergquist, tennisclub
FOUNDER

peopleplaying and interested in
tennis.
In addi-

tion

to

the

tennis club,
Bergquist
also offers

one-on-one
lessons for

all skill lev-

els through
the Leisure Ed program. Lessons
takeplaceon Fridayafternoonsfrom
about25 students, bothundergradu- 2 p.m. to4 p.m.Lessons and tennis
ates and graduates. Practices are clubpractices take placeon the tenheld every Tuesday,Thursday and nis courts located across from the
Friday from 4 p.m.to6 p.m.and the Connolly Center on 14th Avenue
club hopes to play some matches and Cherry Street. In the case of
before the end of the year. Potential rain on a practice day you can find
wouldbeotheruniversi- the teamin the Astro-Gym located
;s tennis teams, Division III inside Connolly, or in the weight
hools and top high school teams room working on cross training.
Spotsfor thelessons aretakenup
the Washington area.
The team is made up of a wide for now, but thetennis dubis lookriety of playinglevels. Some stu- ing for new members. Anyone innts, according to Bergquist, have terested can show up to one of the
the potential to play for teams at practices or contact Bergquist at
othercolleges, whileothers are just bergqc©seattleu.edu.

started the SU tennis club.
The tennis club is made up of

Iiponents

Austin l.burton
Co-Managing Editor
Three years after it was originally supposed to happen, the
NBA's changing of the guard is
underway. That makes watching
this year's playoffs like watching
the Steve Austin-Shawn Michaels
match from Wrestlemania XIV; you
cansee the torch beingpassedright
infront of you.
Some people (myself included)
thought 2000 was the year that
wouldset the toneof theLeaguefor
the forseeablefuture. At the time,
Michael Jordan was retiredand the
Bulls' dynasty was dead. Karl
Malone and John Stockton were
supposed tobe on their way out, as

were Patrick Ewing, Hakeem
Olajuwonand other stars fromthe

late 1980s and early 1990s. On the
come-up were Shaquille O'Neal
—
and Kobe Bryant who won their
—
first championshipthat year and
a host of other youngpotential superstars like Vince Carter, Grant
Hilland Kevin Gamett.
But that was just a taste of what

we're seeing now. MJis gone (for
good, we think),some of the older
guys who stayed around in 2000
are gone or leaving, and most—of—
.

A message from the Spectator
jmmm^' *■■■■Editor-in-Chief
#^£

V|J|JL

(1933-1934)

Hey there skipper! I'm Zelda Montgomery, the very FIRST Editorof the grand ol'
Spectator newspaper. Iran the news staff
|JW|
with an iron fist back inour inaugural year
/
of 1933.1 can surely tell you Icredit as one
<m k
of the most memorable times in my ob#
scenely long life.
As the Editor-in-Chief you'll be responsible for the hiring of new Spectator staff,
managing meetings and story ideas, and making sure everything at the paper is spicn-span and running at the highest standards of journalism. Best of all, the job is paid.
If youhave any questions, you should contact my old advisor Tomas Guillen at
tomasg@seattleu.edu. You can also talk to the current Editor, Nicole Retana at
retanan@seattleu.edu.She's such a dear.
Ihave to say the leadership skills Igained from my old position allowed me
nothing but unprecedented wealth and success in my later years. Andlook at me
now! I'm 90-years-old, happily retired and wacking golfballs like nobody's business.
So do yourself a favor hon, and apply now for the Spectator 2003-2004Editor-inChief.Tell 'em Zelda sent ya.
■

Submit a cover letter, resume, at least five clips
and three references to:

N

V

e^

.a^

Nancy Gerou
Student Development Office
Student Center (firstfloor) 1401A

900 Broadway
Wa 98122
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those younger guys have either hit will bite them in the ass, especially
their prime orbeen exposedas pre- in Round 1against theIndianaPactend superstars. The real change is ers, whohave some youngguns of
happening this year, and the 2003 their own in Jermaine O'Neal and
Ron Attest (maybe thebest one-onplayoffs is the jump-off.
IntheEastern Conference, which one defender in the NBA). Indy
is giventoo much griefasthe weaker also has Reggie Miller, who still
conference, it's hard to say who (hopefully, since he's my favorite
willmake it to the Finals.Four and player) has a few years left and can
possibly five of the eight playoff still kill teams withclutch shots.
teams could make it all they way,
And what about the defending
but those same teams could losein Eastern champs'?AlthoughtheNew
Jersey Nets aren't as good this year
the first round as well.
Top-seeded Detroit is probably as they were in 2002, they're still in
the weakestNo. 1 seedsinceMiami the East's upper echelon.
wasa topseed in 1999.The Pistons
Even though the expertsdog the
stretch,
East,
by
aren't a bad team
it's not that weak.Many of the
any
they just can't score. They made it NBA's best players are there:
this far with defense, and at the McGrady,Iverson, Wallace,Pierce,
heart of that defense is center Ben O'Neal, Jason Kidd and Gary
Wallace, who's like Dennis Rod- Payton to name a few. And anyman but not weird. The two prob- thingcan happen in the playoffs,so
lems with Detroit are that Wallace why can't an East team winit all?
I'm picking Indiana to go all the
is playing hurt, and they have to
play Orlandoin the firstround, who way to theFinals,because theyhave
has the top scorer in the league.
more than just a couple of good
It's hard to believe that Tracy players. Iknow I'm biased since
McGrady has gone from not even they'remy favoriteteam andMiller
being thebest playeron his team in is my favorite player,butIseriously
Toronto to being maybe the third think they've got the goods.
Who willIndianaface?TheWest
best player in the League with Orlando. And he makes it all look is the NBA's power conference,
easy. McGrady is like Dominique and most peoplethink the Western
Wilkens with a jumper.
finals will be the real championThe fact that T-Mac can put the ship.Idisagree,but youcan't front
ballin thehole more oftenthan Big that the West has the upper hand.
The topseed,San Antonio,rolled
Ben can keepit from going in the
hole swings this series Orlando's into the playoffs on a big winning
way.And when a team has the best streak,but lostGame 1 toPhoenix.
player in the conference, they're Istill think that with Tim Duncan,
always a threat to go to the Finals. maybe thebest playerin the game,
Philadelphiais sucha team. Allen and their improvedsupporting cast
Iversonis oneof the fivebest play- (not to mention future Hall-ofers in the game,maybe better than Famer David Robinson), the Spurs

McGrady, andhas carried Philly to could get to the Finals. Phoenix
looks to be abudding powerhouse,
with Stephon Marbury, Shawn
Marionand AmareStoudemire, who
looks like the next coming of pre1998 Shawn Kemp.But the Spurs
should winthis series and might go
pretty far afterwards.
Sacramento is another West favorite,since they aresodeep.Many
oftheirbench playerscould startfor

theFinals onhisbackbefore.Iverson
islike Ichiro in thathe'salways the
smallest guy on the court but the
other team fears him anyway.
Paul Pierce is on the second-tier
for best player in the East recognition, and with Antoine Walker by
his side the Celtics have just as
good a shot as anyone to take the
East. Famous Boston sportswriter
Bob Ryan called Pierce the best
purescorer inCeltics history. Now,
unless pure scorer means "He can
score, but not much else," I'd still
take Larry Bird on that one. Even
still,Pierce is pretty good,as is his
running buddy Walker. And despite the fact they only have two
goodplayers,theCeltics aretheone
team you never feel safe leading.
They'remastersof the down-by-20

fourth-quarter comeback.
Unfortunately, that lack of help

other teams. But after their choke

jobagainst theLakers last year and
the fact that people are expecting
them to win this year, Isee them
falling short. Despite how goodhe
is,Chris Webber might be the new
Patrick Ewing, the best player on
thebest team to never win a title.
Dallas won't make it.I
can't reallyexplain why,butIjust don't see
it happening.Even ifDirk Nowitski

See NBA on Page 7
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Soccer and volleyball teams begin
spring practice, look toward Fall '03
Women's soccer:
PRICA TERENCE

StaffReporter

Playerson die Seattle Univcrsilv
women's soccer team, whoclosed
out a strong spring MflffOfl on
Wednesday, face some tough
petition amougM their own team
minibeis andopposing teamscome
Aiiyrust.

With sL-moTs Nichole Sauvageau
andibe all-lime
goals leader al SO), DflCDee
Mjitmiello
and
Jennifer
l.ichtcnhcrger all graduating. Ihc
teum losesa great deal of talent, but
muchoftlHrieam'scorc willremain
(a captain List vi-.it

intact

"We have great team dynamics
right now. When we played Western a few weeks ago, we playedas
a team and won 4-0." «aid Sopfcomore MaureenWislikoski. The
tory v.us significant to Wishkoski
and her teammates because Ihc

Die transfer recruits willlikilyhe in
high demand since the team will
have only a handful ofseniors next

year.
Wishkoskiidentifiedsomeof the
team's weaknessesas hitting shoi.s.
forcing defenders to choose, und
makingdangerous passes when the
siluution calls for them
But Woodward. 2jlttc ;nnl
Wishkoski Ogra&d that the k\im j
["reattrsi strength will he its cxtnior
dinary speedand athleticism,not its
height. The average SU women's
""
MKver player isarouiul fom-l.
"We're strong on defense,"
Woodward said.
Sophomore goalkeeper Kelly
Stewarthas been filling infor Emily
Schifferling. whose broken tibia
should he fully recovered by the
start iif the season.
Woodward praised Stewart's
phenomenally improved" skill
level over the lasl few week
Stewart hasn't allowed v goal all
spring. Stewart's trend will gorVe
her team well if she can keep it
gDinS ;is ihc team goal up against
I
lumboldtState.Sonoma State,CalState Chico. San Francisco State.
UC San Diego,NorthwcstNazarenc
University, Western Oregon Univrrsity and Seattle Pacific University ncM season.
■

University. Wc'vchad big numbers
of players,whichmakesit easier for
:i> |o Hani and the training at practices is extremelyintense and competitive," Wwdwaid said.
The team'sappeal toprospective
freshmen has also goneup with the
division change. Woodward recruited 10 high school seniors,
mostly from Washington. Oregon,
and California. And sheknowsofat
least fiveothers whoplan to try out
this August. This makes for more
recruits and competition than the
SI) women's tOCOS team has ever
seen before, an enthused Woodward remarked.
Wishkoski appreciates the
strengthofher team as much as her
coachdocs.Shccanunderstand why
(he team would appeal toincoming
women.
"1think mostof therecruits liked
thut our team plays because it likes
lo play. We're not slaves lo the
SOCCej team but we work hard."
Wishkoski said.
"We're more thana team. Wedo
more than just soccer. We'relike a
big family and that attracts recruit*
too," said Brcnda Zitlle. a sophomore elected tobeoneof three team
captains for the coming year.
Threeof ihe potential recruitsarc
transfers, who would also bring
experienceto the team.
The experienceand leadershipof

Reporter
Aftci .1BDOceaeftll seasonin 2QQ2
in which the women's volleyball
1.-..H. finished wilhanovcrallrecord
7. the team carries highhopes
fornexlfall as itgoc-slhiimgh spring
licfc
Thirteen of the 14 member n
the 2002 team will he returning in
2003. including all of die starters
Some of llv lOjp iriumers include
middle blocker Liz/y Safranski.
outside hitter MeganKaysingcr and
setter Hiika Brunson. All three will
be juniors n6XI fall.
Salranski. voted team MVP for
the past two years, tttt diiimu
advantages tn having sa many ot
the same women return in2003.

STANSEDILLO

Reporter
Staff
ifnding

down

its spring practice on a
note, the SU men's soccer

"Spring is a time wlicri WC ll I
"We'll have the same team. D l"i
of the -.me -i I..mistry.andone more lotnfthini!s."saysNimock\."lhLitthings tlianvsins
ycurofcxpcrience/'Safriinskis.iiiJ. arc more importiini
"
loysf
s
Currently in their 2S' day. ruin- and
championship season, the women
Nimocks beD»vw thW tfil :
tour
ni for the team to improve in
gym
and
spend 24 days in the
every
area fhe tvorneti hsvc grcm
days
competing.
of those
12,
the
April
On the weekend of
iMHodntrol.butblockingUonesnm

that could DM improvement.
said thi:y an: nol \
Nimocks
Being
Portland
State.
iiia.r.ea^atnsi
good as they need tci he tor full
.iLinn:ni.l stronger team. Portland
The coni|>otitioiinext tjill 9/Jli
state- ended up winning the Krioi
lougherthan it wa\ last sl-mmhi unii
mage. Si1 did. nOWftVjW, dl
Western Oregon, who was ;iisu .ii the WOTDCO willhave a rtiDN strofiuihis MjJtcdule. bui NlllV udd WC9
the compctilicinin Portland.
According to coach Steve reason why the team wouldn I bl
Nimocks, the women have won able toCompete tor v UNAC chammore games than they have lust pionship.
duringtheir non-championship sea
"Ba.sii.iilly Iht-y tttt .i vi'i> COJti
pctitive.
very cohesive grmtp."
son. But Nimocks does nol view
competition a.s the most iniportani Nimocks says ot his team. "They
gel along very wdl Ihe y play hard."
focus of the teamat the moment.
learn ti.utli.tliiil'orthind for.iscritn-

""

Softball drops two in
doubleheader with WWU

■

Rcdhawks haven't beaten Western
Washington during the regularseason in two years
Now that the team dynamic is so
solid.SUpluyers will have tocompete both internally and externally
i<> v. in enoughgames toqualify for
oneof the regional seeds necessary
for the national tournament.
Coach Julie Woodward iiniei
pates her team will grow from 18 Men's soccer:
players to at least 23 in the coming
year,as the womenenter theit SBC
ondseason in theNCAA'*Division
11. The team transitioned from the
NAIA Division 111 last season and
■ Iihe bar for its own performance noticeably.
'This has been one of the best
spring seasons we'vehad in allsix
years I'vebeen coaching at Seattle.

Volleyball:
Barbara Gering

Austin L.Burton
Cv-Maiutginu Editor

and s>< lilu ntl of Vikings star

far-2 with two Rill Tor WW I

pitcher AjQUtbl Grant, andiltu» run mil -.i mdthc(jcv-ahciKJpjiii)nu
The Seattle University Midhull came oilor' an error Gmnt im ( )-4 wild pitch by SU ftohmau f

thi.i teuton with a 14? IiP.A. third Kcmpcr.
lell Inim a ihml
Kcmperhud v loujrh (line WNh
into fourth place in Ihr Great in the conference. She has Mruck
:').?
innings
batten in 101 i/3
Ihe Vikinjrs.waJkiris nine boiirr.
Northwcsl AIlilctic.Conferenceaf;.>
"long,with ihc wild pitch as well
averaging
ioi dropping both games of 1
ji«st 33 'vnll.H.
uidlcadsGNAC
i*t jiving up live earned runs.
<kuiMehrud=r Id WcMem Wash- 7.l2K*pC
w«h.( IJ/irvpjwineniVhui- Krrnpcr fc/f fo 4-M f/W\ xn<
pitcher*
U«*
Tiiiirv..'.'
inffinn
with I2.15 ERA with 47
The fc«uth..v,k-i 1 11-17 overall. Ung t»vcraj;c.
and 47 wuli ■■
up
Tlnovluy,
Grant
SU
KtdinoUU
B -ti GNAC)came inlo<hedouble
AfunM
Santos went 2-1nr- 3inttlftgiUnc
.iiMldldn't
hesukr al lj»^un Field on a foar"'ledseven
gamc winning.tlnirtk.. After a 4-1 walk anyone.Sophutnoteled fielder and junior ihiid hiuuniMi Sarah .
loss tn Gome t and v 9
Liz Meyer und sophomore catcftet Carrici also had twobits
■ ■i>ni|!i:diiorscasoabatKryual Duncan had twohiu apiece
Game 2, the Vikings Idak
Redhawks,
average
up to 3 19, winch ii
ting
pLscr
ruuhgbt.
■1
behino
while tTcshman
bn
No.
1
on
the
nuim
and 11rh in the
M;u)
tlcnu Saritcm»nd
pluce Wc>tec« Oregon and PMrtcrlkJder
hJbo«:c"ii(J
sent
Sullivan
ONAC.Shei>
oil the
urnghllK-Ufc-THnllttiiy
Momboldt Suite.
team with IS RIJI. one behind
t*capUc j «lrung OMtUU| by SI.1 split the remaining tVW Intv
liAuciniifl Anna Dourxk
Carrier.Meyeris hitting300and
junior pitd>er Jeojtlfu Ri
onlyolhcr Rcdhawk.hrn
with
the
looc
RBI
whtra
WIMI
bad
woo
the
conference's
lied
isvho
"
W opposed to law
Pitcher of the Week «wanl a few cmLi muni tied anermr <m a OalJibe .300
.tuy> before) in OfnM I
hiland Siuttu»*uin*d in 'lie tounm year whm five players C.'urrier.
" ■'"me on the seventh untl final mning.
Retttww)
Annette Garth. Kirn Mcbonald
InG«nK 2. ll>eitalhiiwk* #<«t i<ut Sullivan and Duncan hil <
up withenough .-iupporttopick up
(00 .i.|.t >: '.niicf leil the conlcr
j .via.Hewitt gaveupcighihu
to a 2-0 load after one inning, but
way
by
"lulloim live rent of tlw
ence with I
ra^i;,
teven inmngs and struck oik live
MillK «ncl
The Redhawks arc in Aic.ua.
h«Ucr> whflt U»uiag two waik.i. SVWU rei
Calif., today for v doublchc*dtr
Al) loij)
Kntlcu KJckcnapf
Sond« Diamond, was pullwl after
"i hwnboldi.State.dicn play
earned, as d^iftjw
(wo
"itim
ul
an
another
douhlehcadcr at Western
KB!
tn 2/3
Rock went I-fotr-3 with
bolli
tl)i«
Oregon
4-b
Sanuvt
knocked
iv
SU
Iwuilay.t lalrr
dropped
l-fcwitt
to
scii- innl<i£.
t.-i
ncx\ homeyume* jie \>ti
vrhichlcads
run*
on*
buw
Theii
A.
May i in a duublchcmli-i wiih
ciiunihc
Outthe Vikings scored two 1 1
the Rodhtivvk"" walked third and one in thetopof the «■
Martin's that begins al 2
CNAC Hewi
uialeiwJdrcywouidn'tgivcup. l> to Chew are SLf's last wrhed>nly five hollersins l2/^loiiing.i.
TheRedhawta rrwiiitt^ai onerun
nei Lindvuy W»lton went I- ulod hotne guroe* c>f tlie msommi.
(cam

-
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team has good feelings üboul the
coming fall.
Thisyear's springseason did not
end us well as the players would
have liked. Going through daily
morningpractices withlivemalches
overthelastmonth, the teumlooked
to improve from last year's 1 1-6-2
season in whkh they took second
place in the Great Northwest Athletic Conference witha 31 confercikv record. However, with only
one win. three losses, und one lie
"""
ihis spring, the team might be suffering from a lack of fans in the
stands
"We need more support." said
freshmandcfcnderCascyMangold.
Accordingto Mangold,the turnout of fans at this year'sgames was
insufficient. Although the numbci
of fans at the games was reasonable, theplayers wouldlike to seca
larger turnout this fall.
"Coach (Peter Fcwing) thinks
next year is the year (we'll) do
good." says Mangold.
With the (camlosing few players
to graduation (only captain Mall From Pase 6
Hulcn will be gone), there are lots
is LarryBird:Reloaded,his teamis
of experiencedplayers returning in too soft to do anything. Can you
the fall.
really see them beating the Lakers
Next fail the team will feature in ii seven-ijtame scries?
eight or nine seniors and many reAnd what about those Lakers?
turningunderclassmen. Twoofthe
With all due respect to the threekeys to next year willbe freshmen
timcdefending chumps, it is startPat Doran.theteam'sscoringleader ing to look like they were to borand Alex Churskcy, who missed row a pro wrestling term transitime at the endof the season while tional champions.
competing with the Canadian UnWere they really dial good of a
der-20 National Team at the U-20 team,ordid they rollover the rest of
Olympics.
the NBA simply because no one

—
—

.

.

|
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JVJ3A; New school looks to stake claim in '03

——
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el* was ready to take the idle? It
wab reminiscent of Jordan's first
retirement, when the Rockets won
hack-to-back titlesbefore MJcame
buck from vacation.Houstonwasn't
abad team, they were just thebestin
a weaker pool.
What we' vcseenthis season,with
the Lakers struggling to even get
into the playofls, is wh;it happens
when the rest of the league starts lo

put themas 1 and la.with Ivcrson,
McGruly.andDuncan roundingout

the lop five. But can two players
carry a team withsuch a weak supporting cast?
Ithink so in this case.I've gol the
Lakers going to the Finals, and
(hopefully) the Pacers pull off the
upset and Reggie Miller rides off
into Ihe sunset. Then the rest of the
young guys can take over.

catch up.
Now, thisduesn'i meanthatKobe Austin L Burton is a junior
Bryant and Shag are nol the two journalism major. Ha can be
best players in the game. 1 wmild rßacftedalbvfionaWsaatttfiu.edu
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HOMELESS

on
"The

Hill"

ever, this neighborhoodis not borhood choked full of the
"Again, they are simply al- people. Most are always tryhomeless," said Coogan.
lowing them (homeless) to ing to scam you!"
without its troubles.
becoming
perpetuatetheirhabit.Youget
Most agree that the comThis outlook is
When asked if he has seen
Coogan
mon theme in terms of prob- all too common in talking to to go back to Kirkland and any changes in the transient
works hard for
lems that
feel good population over the last few
a living. On his
face the Hill
about your- years, Ostrowski noted that
way to work each morning at
selves, Ihave there has been a shift from
has been the
9:00 a.m. he has to fight
homeless
to live here street kids to older men.
no
through throngs of people
problem.
with "It used to be kids sitting
begging for money simply to
Most
are
to
scam
A number
them...they around not really bothering
get to the door ofhis shop.
Playback
Ostrowski,
employee,
of factors
Mark
should get li- anyone...now old men fight
At 1 1:00 a.m. a drunk,
censes, like amongst themselves over
have led to
Music
homeless man entershis store theincreased
pets."
turf...it's too bad, a lot of
and asks to use the restroom.
traffic of
Mark people won't come up to
When Coogan tells him that transients on
Ostrowski,
Hill
and
on
whoworks
atPlay- Broadway anymore because
Capitol
residents entrepreneurs
he cannot, the man becomes
Both the Belltown and Capitol Hill.
backMusic agrees withmany they are scared;it's not good
angry and violent, yelling ob- "Aye"
areas of Seattle have
"People are tired of coming ofCoogan' s comments.Origi- for business,"saidOstrowiski
scenities at employees and
While Broadway has nobegun to cleanup their image to Broadwayandgettingboth- nally from Philadelphia,
clients alike.
the behest ofresidents and ered," said Coogan. "They, Ostrowskihasbeen living and ticed an increase in transient
at
Fifteen minutes later, the
store owners, leading to a (Seattle police and govern- working on Broadway for traffic andrelated problems,
same homeless man returns
homeless migration towards ment) have designatedanarea three years.
other areas of Seattle have
to,the front of the shop and
addition,
new forthe transients tohave their
"The Hill." In
"Over the past few years I experienced anoteddecrease.
defecates by the door.
liquor laws inPioneer Square problem in."
Joy Conley owns The Wall
have noticed an increase in
When Coogan runs outside
Coogan commented on the public drunkenness...l'm Posters & Frames with her
have moved a large amount
to chase him away he finds
thatarea'shomeless eastto individuals from the eastside talking about mean, belliger- boyfriend on University Avof
anotherhomeless man urinatenue. She worked at the store
ing on the sidewalk and a
a few years ago then moved
young girlperformingoralsex
to Santa Monica, California.
for heroin across the street.
"Before Imoved to Santa
Obviously, thisis not a sceMonica, The Aye was
nario that many would enjoy
with
clogged
being a part of on a daily baalways
homeless. .there was
sis.
an embarrassing stigma asYet, thisis the reality every
sociated with it (The Aye),"
day for 35-year-old Martin
said Conley.
Coogan, the manager of The
At the time, many busiPink Zone, an adult store at
nesses moved out ofthe area,
the corner of Broadway and
including McDonald's ResDenny.
taurant andPier OneImports.
With its sex shops, seedy
However, recent changes,
stores and restaurants, alterincluding a new city ordinativemovie theatresandgay
nance that prohibits people
bars, Capitol Hillremains the
from sitting or lying on sidecity's most diverse neighborbetween 7:00 a.m. and

Dave Yusen
StaffReporter

Martin

"Ihave

sympathyfor these people.
always trying
youl"

.

.

hood.
Ofthe46,170residents,78.2
percent are Caucasian. The
second largest population is

African-American at 8.8 percent. The Asian population is
third with 6.5 percent, of
which Chinese, Japanese and
Filipino make up the majority; and the Hispanic population claims 4.4 percent of the
neighborhood, of which the
majority are Mexican. How-

walks

9:00 p.m., have revitalized
the area.
New shops are moving in,
roads are being rebuilt and
plants and benches are being
put in for the comfort ofthose
Broadway
sign
asking
with a simple
insteadof
Elita (juietlv asks for moneyoutside the QFC on
wholiveand work in the area.
patronsfor
money. Her sign asksfor money so she can get a cup ofcoffee.
Upon her return to Seattle
inNovember of2002,Conley
who come to Broadway on ient drunk people," said noticed a drastic difference in
Capitol Hill.
the number of homeless
"This neighborhood has the weekend'tohand out soup < Ostrowski.
continued,
ex"I
that used to frequent
supervise
people
loving
and
needle
Ostrowski
changed from a gay,
Ihave no sympathy for these the area.
community to a drug neigh- changes for heroin users.
"
24,
The Spectator April
2003
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say ithasalmostdoubledsince
Iopened my shop in the early
905," said Yusen.
As the owner of a business
thatbuys andsellsused goods
and gives loans, Yusen is in
the position of dealing with
many of the homeless population on a daily basis.
"I get a lot of people with
definite drug problems that
attempt to pawn everything
frombatteries torazor blades,
oldleather jackets to compact
discs. Much of the merchandiseissimply stolen from store
cannot take it,"
shelves so I
Yusen said.
Likeotherbusinesses in the
sit togetherandaskfor handouts by askingpassers by
Richard A., Jimbo andJuno
area, Yusen works closely
"
togive money to "Tigger, a stuffed toy next to a cup.
with the Seattle Police DeJimbois oneofseveralhomelessmen metwhilecollecting
to make sure everypartment
pictures for the feature. He was friendly and very
Council member Jan Drago and crystalmeth are the drugs
articulate.
reported
thing
is
and accuOther" ar- have limited the amount of of choice on Broadway.
rate.
"Up here (Broadway), no
"Now, thereare notas many eas ofSeattlehave also seena intoxicated homeless in the
Overall,residents and shop
one bothers us much, I
can
peoplebeggingfor money and dramatic decline in the area.
Thesenew laws include re- just hang all day and do my owners alike on The Hill try
sleeping on the streets. Also, amount of homeless people
to keep things in perspective.
strictions on the sale of high thing," Dorian said.
the University Chamber of as well.
"One must remember that
Anotherhomeless man who
PioneerSquare,onceknown volume alcohol beverages,
Commerce (an organization
Capitol
Hill is the most dense
made up of local shop own- as one of the seediest areas of some wines,and malt beer in was listening closeby walked neighborhood on the West
the 40-ouncecontainers. ' up, exchanged pleasantries
Coast, outside of San
Bill,themanager atMario s withDorianandthen shouted,
Pizza in Pioneer Square, has "Yoaknow whyIhave a right Francisco...four of the seven
definitely noticed a differ- to behere man. .because I'm largest health institutions in
"Iget a lot
drug ence.
with
the Northwest, Virginia Mabrown and still around!"
son, Swedish, Harborview
that attempt to pawn
"The areais definitely more
He was obviouslydrunkbut
cleaned up and some of the Dorian seemed to get a kick and GroupHealth are located
everything
batteries to razor
on The Hill, as well as two
seedier elements are not as out of him anyway.

ofpeople

problems

.

definite

from

blades, old leather jackets
" to compact
discs.
Steve Yusen, BroadwayMerchant

..

colleges
and
one
noticeable anymore. also,a
Steve Yusen, who has
Capitol Hill is a
versify...
uni
new police station in the area owned Broadway Jewelry &
city initself," saidCervantes.
has helped out," Bill said.
Loan since 1991, hasnoticed
Very true. .a city that is,at
With the homeless popula- many changes over thelast 12
the moment, divided over
approaching years.

.

tion of Seattle

ers) is talking about a patrol Seattle, is attempting to 5,500 according to the Gates
Foundation, there simply is
walk made up of business changeits imageby welcomowners to make sure the ing in new restaurants and not enough room in shelters
and halfway houses.
streets are clean and safe," shops.
Broadway, more than any
Inaddition,new liquor laws
said Conley.
introduced by Seattle City other area in Seattle, is truly
feeling theburden ofthisprob-

"I have definitely noticed what exactly to do with its
growingpopulation of homean increase in transienttraffic
less
men and women.
over thelastfew years I
would

.

lem.
The increase in transient
population fromotherSeattle
neighborhoods is placing a
strain on"TheHill" says Jose
Cervantes, coordinatorof the
Capitol Hill Neighborhood
ServiceCenter.
However, some of Capitol
Hill's residents don't mind.
Dorian,a 31-year-oldhomelessman originally from Pasadena, Texas,has been calling
Broadway his "turf for over
a year.

"Usually, about 5-10 perpeople Iask will
money...
ltry to be
give me
polite aboutit.If they say no,
Iwill smile and thank them,"
said Dorian.
When asked where the
money goes, Dorian replied,
"whenIam hungry Ibuy food,
when Iwant to get high, Ibuy
drugs and get high."
Marijuana, speed, heroin.
TheSpectator " April 24, 2003
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Cursive, alive and kicking; Crowd, deader than dead
marissa Cruz
Staff Reporter

One of a reporter's worst nightmarescouldmost invariablybeidentified as having to go out and do

work on a day that they are ill and
wish for nothing morebut a pillow
accompaniedbya comfortablebed,
tons ofblankets andlots and lots of
sleep.
However, this ill reporter went
out and didher job, and rather enjoyedit(withtheexceptionofbeing
extremely tired, sniffly and sorethroated), at the Cursive show at
Graceland Friday,April 17.
Cursive's five-piece bandplayed
exceptionally well, according to
fellow Seattle University student,
Stacy Bell, a freshman English
major.
"Theyplayeda good selection of
old versus new. 1 felt like this performance was a little more intense,
and better than the last time they
werehere, but maybeit was just the
size of the venue that made it more

intenseandintimate.Greta[thecello
player]is amazing, and also,bonus
points for coveringT.A.T.U.," Bell
said.

Opening with one of theirnewer
songs,"RedHandedSlight ofHand"
Cursive was already off to a great
start. The audience, however, was

shake mylittle emobody and dance
it up.

Give or take a couple of people,
there were probably 15 people in
the whole venue who seemed even
the slightest bit interestedin being
at the show.

Perhaps the downfall was not in
the band or the performance they
gave, but that the Graceland had
—
Appleseed Cast the previous scheduled the show terribly early.
—
band had leftthe audience all but By opening the doors open at 5:00
dead.
p.m. and kicking off the show at
Without evena cheer ora holler, 6:00 p.m., Graceland was able to
hoot, or chant previous to theirar- pack the entire show into a neat
rival on the stage,Cursive emerged little out-the-door-by-9:00 p.m.
frombackstageto the welcomingof package; leaving just enough time
politeclappingand began to play. to startushering in thenext batch of
The heat of their performance hardcorekids forthe next hardcore
intensified with songs like "Ugly show.
Cursive did not even have a
Organ", "Art is Hard",and "Sink to
the Beat", but much to my surprise, chance to leave the stage to towel
the audience wasstillalmost totally off andletthe crowdbuild up tobeg
—
unresponsive.
foran encore whichIdoubtwould
This is hard for me to believe have happened anyway, seeing as
sinceevenI,sick as Iwas, found the the energy of the crowd never left
show so energetic thatIjust had to ground zero. Theband justslipped
not.Unfortunately,the melodically
slow and driving set of emo band

MARISSACRUZ / STAFF REPORTER

Cursive guitaristand singerTimKasher strumsand singshisheart away.
right into their two-song encore,
"Various Notes Strewn Around the
Room" and "Staying Alive".
Overall, the band was excellent,
but the energy of the crowd was
enough tomake someonewonder if

theyhad accidentally showed up to
a funeral.
Word to the wise:only go to a
6:00p.m. show atGraceland, if you
reallyand truly love thebands you're
going to see.

Irish author speaks on Bloody Sunday
Scan Reid
Co-Managing Editor
Students,professors andthemembers ofthe surroundingcommunity
gathered in Pigott Auditorium
Monday to watch a screeningof the
film. BloodySunday, put on by the

university's Creative Writing department and variouscampus sponsors. The film focuses on the infamous event in County Derry, Ireland when British paratroopers
opened fire on marchers in a civil

rights demonstration, killing 13
"

men.

march. And there was confusion. I
didn'tunderstand the politics to be
honest with you. Everybody was
Spec: Was it Director Paul talking about it. At that time Iwas
Greengrass' technique to go with probably far moreinterested in socthe documentary style and shaky cer and girls, you know. Ithink
camera?
that's a verynaturalprogression for
Mullan: Yeah,he andMark Red- a teenage boy.
head had produced an award winBut BloodySunday was really a
ning televisionfilmthe yearbefore day when I
lost my innocence as did
aboutthe murderof a youngblack many,manyothers.Particularly the
teenagercalled Stephen Lawrence followingday, Iretracedmy steps
and they hadusedthe
handheld camera.
Mark had read my
book, and he had

Theaudience was alsoprivileged
session thought about doing
with the film's co-producer and a film as Ihad done
author of the book Eyewitness back in 1996. Mark
to a question and answer

Bloody Sunday, Don Mullan.
Mullan sat down with the Spectator,before speakingat twoEnglish
classes Tuesday, to chat about the
screening and his general feelings
over the impact of the film.

Spectator. How do you think it
went Mondaynight?

DonMullan: I
think it was good,
Ithink it went really well.
Ithoughtpeople were very receptive.I
meanIshould have probably
said at the beginning that you're
going to have difficulty withsome
of the dialogue,because thedialect
is quite strong in Derry. In fact, I
have somedifficulty with some the
English accents from the soldiers
[in the movie].But there's like an
emotional intelligence going
through the film, so even though
you might not get all of the dialogue, you understand what's going onin your guts, youknow?And

alotof support inDerry and indeed political motivationbehind it, in
across the north. The IRA was re- that it wasan attempt to so traumaallya littlerag tag groupof people, tize our community that we'd be
but after Bloody Sunday they had beatenbackintosubmission for the
absolutely noproblems in terms of next two or three generations.The
getting recruits, and especially of opposite happened. Instead, they
course how we saw at the highest reapeda whirlwind,because two or
levels ofBritish judicialandpoliti- three generationsof youngmen and
cal systems,how theyengagedin a women dedicated themselves to a
crude cover-up.Iunderstand why guerilla warfare engagement with
manyofmy friendsjoinedthe IRA. the British.
If Ihad been seventeen and not
Now Ithink there aresome paralfifteen, it's very pos- lels here. Iremember when I
sibleIwouldhavemade watched the firstGulf War, and you
that decision as well.
had SaddamHussein boasting that
this was goingto be the 'mother of
Spec: Do you think all battles.' And then when the suthis film is going to be perior technology of the United
more influential with States and their coalition partners
thenew Britishinquiry, went against them, they gave'ema
which will be examin- kickin the arse.Theyran home.But
ing whether the there's all sorts of questions about
soldier's actions were (whether) theyhad the opportunity
DON MULLAN,
justified? Will thishelp to endhis regime at that point and
CO-PRODUCER OF BLOODY SUNDAY
to fix a mistake in his- (whether)theyshouldhave followed
tory or willit be more him back to Baghdad andalso sup-

Ithink it's a gutsy kind of film in
that respect.

brought it to Paul,
and he readit.

The eyewitness
of my book
loaned itself very
naturally to the
handheld technique.
part

"I was certainly nationalist and
Republican and not someone
who was aspiring to retain a
link with the United Kingdom."

influential incurrentaf-

The idea wasthatthe

audience wouldbecomeeyewitness

with my best friend. Iremember

ported the Kurds and theMuslims

fairs, say in equating the event to in the South of the country.
the Iraq situation?
Iknow among Iraqis in those
Mullan: That's a good communities there's a sense ofbe-

going back to the barricade and
seeing the pools of blood and to go
conversations. That's the reality; across and seeing the people put- question LordSaville(headofthe trayal that that didn't happen.
we're not a fixed camera, and I ting rosary beads on them...And new inquiry) said that he was not
But if Iwas an Arab and Iwas
—
think it works in this regard.
the scene Iwillnever forget is find- going to watch our film or another watching that, youknow the con'
ing the blue and white civil rights television drama that was done clusion tobe drawnis that youdon t
Spec: For the group of teenage banner that was now heavily blood- around the same time as Bloody fight theUnited States and its allies
protestors in the film, they seemed stained with the blood of Barney Sunday until after the inquiry. on their terms, because they'll do
to have typical emotions of anx- McGuigan, who was an absolutely Maybe that's the case, the ideabe- exactly what they did in the first
iousness,confusionandanger. Was lovelyman.There's something, as ing that he didn't want to be influ- Gulf War.
that something you brought to the well, verycathartic about that be- enced in any wayby our particular
I've often felt that the seeds of
film since youyourself wereyoung cause our civil rights banner was movie.
September 1 1 lay in the first Gulf
at the event?
blue and white and here was now
But Ithink that itdoes havereso- War. And whatworriesme is thatif
Mullan: Yeah.Ican identifywith transformed into the colors of the nance inregard to the entire world, you try to impose a military soluthoselads,in thatthere wasanairof union .by thebloodof an unarmed particularly in relation to what has tion what you're actually doing is
happenedpost-September the 1lth creating anger and bitterness and
excitement about going to the
innocent Irish man.
moment,
AndIthink that
more America and indeed the world. I alienation and a whole generation
than any moment, I
suddenly re- think there's a very important les- ofpeople whoare looking at you as
—
Cam SI.OOO 52.000 for your Student Group
alized who Iwas IwasIrish.I son to Bloody Sunday inthat itwas the Axisof Evil.Iwouldn't be surIn Just 3 hours!
was not British. Iwas certainly an attempt to impose a military so- prised in terms of a lot of whathas
nationalist and Republican and lution on a small rebellious com- happenedis going to give troops to
not someonewho wasaspiring to munity.
M j.tipie fundralsmg optionsavailable Nocarwashes No raffles. Just success!
Al-Qaeda. That's what worries me
".'cji;-g dates are Oiling quickly. Getwlth the programs that wont.
The British were not giving about it.
retainalinkwith theUnited Kingdom. And that happened to alot enough attention to what was unReally Ithink that thereis a great
of people; we were simulta- derpinning the anger of aparticular need to look at American foreign
neously traumatized and politi- community and their whole sense policy to look at the Middle East.
Your TrustedSourcefor College lundraumg.
cized by the event.
of alienation. They were dimmed The last thingyou want tobe doing
And the reality is that the Re- with a sledge hammer in a sense. is alienating them. We have to en>ublican movementdidn'thave And as Isaidlast night, there was a gage in dialogue.
"
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Arts and Entertainment
Old Opera House transformation glitters
Megan lee

Staff Reporter

Seattle say hello to your new
MOM.The Marion OliverMcCaw
Hall isalmost ready tohost themost
grandiose of grand openings. On
the nightofJune 28, thebestand the
brightestofSeattleare invitedto sip
champagne while they listen to
music andinspect the glitteringnew
jewel.Just one catch, single tickets
to the event start at $300.
The facility's namepays homage
to MarionOliverMcCaw Garrison,
mother of Bruce. Craig, John and
—
Keith McCaw four of the hall's
major contributors.Colleciively,the
McCaw brothershave donated$20
million to up the ante on this massive endeavor. Their generous donation became me largest donation
ever to an arts project in the Pacific
Northwest.
The hall promises to be the new
jewel of Seattle Center and will
continue to be home to the Pacific
Northwest Ballet and the Seattle
Opera, in addition to a few new
functions.

In it's maiden season, the venue

is expectedtohouse upwardsof400
events, compared to the 271 the

Opera House averagedannually.
"It is thehallmark of great cities
that have homes for their major
performingarts," Kent Stowell,coartistic director of Pacific Northwest Ballet, said. "Marion

OliverMcCaw Hall underscores Seattle's position as
a world-class city and helps
bring balletinto thelives of
everyman, womanandchild
"
in the region

ture. Although,the hall

was sched-

uled for a complete makeover, the
estimated$200 millionpricetag for
an entirely new building encouraged the committee to reconsider
using parts of the opera house.
"Seattle Center Opera House is
very important to me. Imade my

11

will be the 17,800 square foot

elaborate design.
Initially, the transformation was
Kreielsheimer Promenade. Once
inside themainhall, the airy design budgeted at $110 million. Howof the Kreielshiemer Lobby offers ever, after the sizable contribution
captivating views of allthe lobbies. fromtheMcCaw family,theSeattle
Bigger and fasterelevators provide Center was allowed to expand the
scopeofthemake-over.Ofthe$125
million spent on the transformation, $55 million was publicly
funded and $70 million was donated from private sources,includ-

access to the entirehallanda grand

staircase which guides patrons

to

"

"Marion Oliver McCaw Hall underscores
Seattle's position as a world-class city."

ing contributions from the McCaw

family.
This funding will not only cover
Stowell,
Kent
artistic director of Pacific the lavish interior amenities, but ii
The new and improved
will include areworking of the adNorthwest Ballet
jacentgrounds.Thesupportinglandfacility insists it will continue to host the multitude
scape will include elaborate water
of Seattle Center events, such as American Opera debut in Seattle.I the 12,000 squarefoot GrandLobby. features, outdoor seatingand a terBumbershoot, Northwest Folklife met my husband there and [we] The GrandLobby then leads to the razzo walkway bathed in choreoand the Seattle International marriedin the foyer," Jane Eaglen, orchestralevelofthe SusanBrotman graphed colored light, which will
Children's Festival.
an acclaimed soprano, said. "I am Auditorium.The 5,500 square foot project onto nine 30-foot-tall metal
Thismassive undertaking ismore thrilled by the transformation of the FirstTier Lobby,directly above the scrims.
thanamere renovation.Turningthe house and look forward to singing GrandLobby,leadsto theFirstTier
A small windowof opportunity
old Opera House into the McCaw there."
SideBoxesandtheNorthandSouth remains to "name your own seat."
Hall hasbeen billed a 'transformaThe 290,000 square foot trans- Donor Rooms. The 7,500 square The Seattle Center Foundation is
tion'; most likely because the new formedbuilding isdesignedtohonor foot SecondTier Lobbyleads to the offering patrons the opportunityto
structure willonlyretain30 percent both performers and patrons. The Second Tier seating areas and the "support the arts in a lasting way."
of the original opera house struc- designers worked methodically to corresponding Second Tier Side Donors can put their name on a
maintain the renowned acoustics Boxes.The literal highpoint of the plaque,leavingtheir mark forever.
in the 2,890 seat auditorium and structure is a luminous five-story
The general contractor for this
broadened the lobby to 12,000 curvingglass facade juttingup and two-year endeavorhas been Baugh
Construction, the same contractor
square feet. The design also in- out of the building.
This immense structure is archi- SeattleUniversity is hiring torenocludes a lecture hall, cafe, and
additionalconcession stands.The tecturally designed to symbolize vate the new HunthausenHall.The
number of women's restrooms "the uplifting enjoyment of live visionary designers are LNM Arhave also doubled.
performance while blurring theline chitects. The Mercer Arts Arena is
City's new jewel between outside and inside allow- serving as the sub-in venue until
The
Emerald
story the film also incorporates
RYANN COOPER
willbe stunningupon entry. Wel- ing the art to be drawn out of the constructionis complete.
Caveman's
struggle to be accepted
Reporter
coming patronsfromMercerStreet building" accordingto the visionof
Holes is anadventure forall ages among his peers and exposes the
that sparks the imaginationwithan true nature ofthe boys who form a
intelligent cast and inspired story. unique bond at Camp Green Lake.
Theaudiencewatches as thethree
The story is taken from the novel
writtenby Louis Sachar and taste- storiesintermingle into oneandeach
fully presentedon screen by direc- affects the outcome of the other.
tor Andrew Davis. The movie is a The first and most obvious story is
completely unique and pleasantly that which occurs at Camp Green
puzzling story that has not been Lake. However, the next two are
dumbed down for younger audi- more complicated and twisted as
theymove intoCaveman's past.One
ences.
Wher* did Paarl Jam

Disney's Holes;
not just for kids
Staff

The film stars Shia Laßeouf
(from Disney's comedy sitcom,
Even Stevens) as Caveman— a
goofy but good-hearted teenager
whoends up in the wrongplace at
the wrongtime,supposedly because
ofafamily curse. HolesisLaßeouf s
first bigmovie and clearly demonstrates his talenton screen. Thereis
nothingcheesy or cutesy about him
that is typical in young actors. On
the contrary, he embraces his
character's emotions and sophisticallydevelops therole encouraging
the audience to form an immediate
connection withhim.
Hishalf-pint co-starZero(Khleo
Thomas)isnew to the screen. His
characteradds depth to the plot by
acting as a connection between
Laßeouf s character and his cursed
pastand filling in the missing holes
throughoutthe story.The story followsCaveman toCampGreenLake,
a correctional camp for boys, when
heis wrongly accused of stealing a
pair of shoes.
The camp warden (Sigoumey
Weaver) believes in turning bad
boysintogoodboysbyforcing them
todig holes.Each boyis sent to dig
one hole a day so that they will
develop character. However, the
wardenisnot interestedin the boys
well-being;rather,sheexploitstheir
punishment tosearchforburied treasure. While tellingthisconfounded

with his great-grandfather and a magical fortune teller
who explains thepatriarchal family
curse. The other takes us ona gun
slinging, bank robbing wild west
adventure thatleads totreasure and
riches.The stories are so far removedfromreality that theyquickly
move into a fantasy worldcontainingmysterious secrets just waiting
to be unearthed. But when Caveman and Zerorun away, they face
the chance to changehistory ordie
trying. Although this heroic tale
sounds great for the typical young
viewer whothis filmis aimed at, the
three stories are sojumpy and piled
together that they lead toconfusion
and frustration.
Throwninto this jumbledmixis
the camp counselor, Dr.Pendanski
(Tim Blake Nelson) and the
warden's sidekick Mr. Sir (Jon
Voight) whose wacky antics keep
the boys disciplined and in the
holes.Their roles are a little rough
around the edges but these outcast
characters fitperfectly intothelonesomedesert atmosphere whereanything goes, including Mr. Sir's obsession with killing lizards and the
warden's fixation with rattlesnake
poison nail polish. Holes is worth
the trip to the theater;justavoidthe
yellow spotted lizards found at
Camp GreenLake and don't forget
to take your shovel.
story deals

Find out at EMP this May. when
college students with ID get in
for Just *10.
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Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
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ASSUNEWS

| Finance

DO yOU Want tO h€ar What th€ C(lHdidat€ Sri

Report:

Appropriations Committee isa subcommittee of the Representative Assembly.
The committee is charged with thedisbursement offunds to ASSU-affiliated
clubs and organizations. The Appropriations budget this year is $50,000.

haVC tO Say "
Then COme tO the Forum at the Hearth in the
Student Center on April 28. The Representative
forum Will be at 5 p.m. andExecutive
forum at, 6p.m.

There is no financial report this week.
Want inf°"ation on Appropriations before the meetings?
Join the ASSU-Finance-Info@seattleu.edu listserve and b_e_

informed "
Questions regarding ASSU finances??? Contact:

COme tO the SEAC and ASSU Open
*

Thomas Hackett, Vice President of Finance
(206) 296-6045, hackett@seattleu.edu

House!
April 28, 7-8 p.m. (right after the forum)

Enjoy FREE root beer floats and Red Bull in the
SEAC and ASSU Offices.
„
n to *v icoiT
Come talk
the ASSU candidates and learn more
about SEAC.
j«j

ji

Resolution of the Associated Students of
Seattle University
Sponsor: Academic Affairs Committee (Ana Lincoln, Beverly Wong,
Candace Rodgers, andBonnie Lav)

Date: April 16, 2003

DOll't fOrget tO VOte!

The **P"»«*fo* Assembly,

.

1. Recognizes the emphasis on excellencein teaching stated in Section 3.2
(a) (Essential Considerationsof Faculty Quality) of the Faculty
Handbook.

__

.

"«<"*»
Elections begin April 28 and go to April
30

Vote Online at WWW.SUOnline.edll

2. Acknowledges the current draft of Seattle University's mission, which
states: "Excellent teaching, supported by high quality scholarship and
personalized attention to student learning insures that intellectually
challenging educationis at the heartof our mission in undergraduate,
graduate, and professional programs."

Or

at
dl vntino
DOOmS nn
On ramnn«
VOling hnnths
CampUS.

ASSU Student Association Bill 01-2003
Executive Member Attendance at Representative Assembly

3. Supports the Jesuit emphasis on quality teaching and education. And
therefore, the Representative Assembly opposes the deletionof Section
5.6(c) of the Faculty Handbook.

The ASSU President, Vice President of Finance and Vice President of
Student Affairs shallbe required to attend the ASSU Representative
Assembly meetings. The Executives will follow the same attendance
policy that is required for all other Representative Officers.
Motion Passes 10-1-1
March 16, 2003

MotionPasses Unanimously 12-0-0
March 16, 2003

Tom Gaspers
Chair Representative Assembly
ASSU

Tom G
Chair,Representative Assembly

ScanO'Neill
ASSU

,

,

Scan o Neil
President
ASSU

I ASSU

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS

f

Hui O Nani Hawaii

/"?lAnnual] Luau
The 42nd
present

TU

""\ /^Spring Night Date AuctioiP\ f

T

Saturday May 10, 2003
at 5:30 p.m. Concert to follow at 10:00p.m
by: Typical Hawaiians
$15
Tickets are
for the luau, $10 for the concert
and $22 for both. Children ages 5-12 are $15.

V

II
Contact April Akana at 206-220-4863 or
akanaa@seattleu.edu with any questions, y \

Dance
presented by

Find out whofs playing
Quadstock at SEAC's
unveiling
party >
UFtveiungpuny

~\

.

V<?A
VSA

A

Campion Ballroom

3Q Studem Center patio

11a.m. to 1 p.m.

May 3, 2003
%

8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
$8 Presale,$10 at the door
Featuring DJ Ryan Milano
Semi-formal dress attire

11
/

Powered by SEAC

Contact the SEAC office with questions at
x6047
\

Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
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Marketplace
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

13

Classifieds

200. Help Wanted
500. For Rent
SUMMER CAMP JOBS APT.FOR RENT

men and women. Hidden IBR $625, 2 BR $750 1
Valley Camp (Granite Falls, block from SU, corner 13th
WA) needs resident staff (6/ Ave/E Remington Ct. Utili-

14/03-8/22/03). Room/
Board/Salary. Positions include: Counselors, lifeguards, drivers, kitchen staff
and more, spend your summer ina eautiful setting while
in worthwhile employment.
Inerviews available on campus. Please call:
(425) 844-8896
or e-mail us at:
hvc-wa@ix.netcom.com for
more information.

ties included.
Call 206 232-9865
Seattle Ucampus. 1 bedroom
basement apartment. Separate
entrance. Wrap around deck.
$600.00 a month.
Available July 31st.
360-392-0061

Want to Place a
Classified Ad?
$ 6.00 for the first 20 words
and $0.15 per word

thereafter.
Nanny needed. Energetic,
non-smoker to care for a 3
No extra charge for
month girl inGreenlake area,
boldface
PAT. Experience with newor
borns preferred. Reference
ALL
CAPITALIZED
required. Competitive wage.
wording.
206-650-7259, leave mesNOTE:
sage.
Cash or check only. We do not
accept credit card payments.

Personals
To: Tanya &David
HAPPYBIRTHDAY
Love the FAMMAF
Happy Birthday
Birthday people
Love Mandy

Strong Sad, Strong Mad,
TheDrama Club (7th floor)
The Pseudo- 7th floorers
(Abeson, James, Andrew)

BROCK OUT!!

Ilove Erin, Meg x 2, Jon,
Tyler, Debola. You guys are
the GREATEST.

PERSONALS
DROP

Hello Erin my roommate,
Youare awesome! And that is
my message, good bye.

BOX IS

AVAILABLE
AT

To theChoir Bass in the sexy
jeans,
SHAKE THAT THANG!!
-Sand

THE CAC

P.S. Your face reminds me of FAMMAF:
Hunger!!
Happy Easter!
Happy Spring!
Emily,
Happy HappyEverything!
When are we gonna go be
goofy Easter people?
JCS. Thanks for the other
H.
night. Your opinions rocked
our world.
bola,
-From the Spectator babes
It's like a circle!
-Amanda
Tim Eaves,
HELLO All
You are such a clown.
"Heart"
Life is beautiful
M.O.V. + J.A.J.
I
love you S.U.
Y'all are too cute!
A.L.B.
Kevo, you make me sweat!
Now that you're single, it's STRIPPERS,
time to mingle....
HAPPY Birthday
-Secret Lover
Michael and Maria

t-Erin

DROP ONE IN

TODAY!
THEY AREFREE
AND
APPEARINEVERY

ISSUE.
TRY IT!
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Editorial
It's our responsibility, it
should be our right
It's the lastclass day of spring quarter. It's sunny outside. You're
in a classroomin the Admin building and you'resitting nextto the
window. The sun is beating on your face, begging you to come out
and play. As yourprofessor's parting words trickle out ofhis mouth,
he pulls a manila envelope out of his bag.
And the whole class groans.
Who wants to do professor evaluations on the last day of class?
Youhave finals to think about. Vacationis rearing itsseductive eyes
in your direction. Most of all, you're tired. Tired of being in class
with this one-dimensional tightwad wholectures like astone would
if it had a voice.
So who wants to do evaluations? The answer shouldbeEVERYBODY.They'repayback orpraise for teachers who should get what
they deserve. Don't let laziness get in the- way of that.
How many of youhonestly take time tothink about what you write
ii your evals? We're not talking filling in some bubbles and
dropping a simple rant or rave. Evaluations will only make a
difference with specificity. For example, saying a professor led
interesting class discussions and constructively encouraged quiet
students to speak is more helpful than saying a professor has a good
teaching style.
But what would make itmore worthwhile? Knowing the results.
Students take the time to fill out these things— don't theydeserve to
know theoutcomes? Because Seattle University isa private institution, it exercises its right to block the evaluation results from
students (see "Examining the evaluation process at SU". p. 2).
Frankly, this sucks.
Right now, the evaluations serve mainly the professors who
receive them. It could serve the students just as well.
Obviously, the first thing that comes to mind is the concern that
teachers who need improvement in a specific area will be "exposed." So? Everybody needs improvement. Call it additional
encouragement to improve.
Also, as Dean Wallace Loh of the College of Arts and Sciences
said, thereis a grapevine students often listen to. Most students get
the 411 on professors from friends. But friend or not, all students
have different learning styles. What if that friend is one of a few
people in the class who didn't like the teacher? Letting students
know how an entire class rated a professor paints a much larger
picture than the words of one friend.
For now, we'll work with what we have. And what we haveis a
responsibility. Filling out these evals, whether we know theresults
or not. will benefit the professors and, in time, willbenefit students.
Just not in time for next quarter.

Terrifying presence at SU
revolution..."
Itis unfortunatethatsome groups

wouldbe easily seduced by labels

Seth Cooper

Staff Cartoonist

On Monday, the SU Law School
Chapter of the National Lawyers
Guildand some other legal groups
hostedLynneStewartfor twospeaking events at SU and a special receptionin her honor.
Stewart, affectionately called by

like"human rights attorney"and by
critical statements about our government, allowingtheir namesto be
associated with someone like
Stewart. Nor was it a positive sign
to see the law school listed as a
sponsor of Stewart's visit in the
propagandist e-mail.
Fortunately, the dean of the law
school, Rudolph Hasl, acknowledged student concerns about its
endorsement of Stewart, issuing a

school-wide e-mail stating that
"sponsorshipofsuch speakers does
not constitute an endorsement of
the viewpointsexpressed,butrather
a desire that students be actively
engagedin thinkingaboutandevaluating the positions taken by speakers on controversial public issues."
This was a welcome step.
Nevertheless,it remainsinteresting that thelaw school administration did not make a statement that
affirmatively criticized Stewart's
viewsabout the useof directedviolence toachieve social change,when
thelawschool routinelyissuesofficial disclaimers criticizing the U.S.
'
'
mi1itary s "don t-ask-don t-teII"
policy whenever members of our
armed forces give presentations at

her detractors as "the terroristlawyer," is facing a possible prison
sentence of forty years for charges
relating to terrorist activities.Her
visit to SU was firstannounced in a
law school-wide e-mail that porTheSpfxtator EditorialBoard consists of Nicole Retana, trayed her as a "courageous""huScan Reid, Austin L. Burton and JC Santos. Signed man rights'" attorney who is the
victimofa governmentthat is out of
COMMENTARIES REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT
control. This e-mail listed several
NECESSARILY Or THE SPECTATOR, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY OR ITS legal groups and the law school as
STUDENT BODY.
sponsorsof her visit.
What this sympathetic message
did not say is that Stewart told The
New York Times that she believes in
"violence directed at the institutions which perpetuate capitalism, the law school.
Seattle »— UnivcßsiTY
racismandsexism, andat the people
Given the law school's willingkeepingWatch since 1933
are the appointedguardians of ness tocriticize the views and poliwho
Amy Howell,Photo Editor
NicoleRetana,Editor-in-Chief,
thoseinstitutions, and accompanied ciesofspeakers, wouldnotStewart's
Coivr Editor
Abby Laxa,StaffPhotographer
by popular support."
views have been appropriate for
Seth Cooper,EditorialArtist
Austin L. Burton, Co-Managing
Stewart also says in the leftist criticism?
Editor,Copy Editor
MeganMyers,Staff Cartoonist
Monthly Review: "[lnterviewer]:
Being a law student, Iam not as
Scan Reid, Co-Managing Editor,
Bonnie Lav, Business Manager
privy
were
of
a
say
you
part
governLet's
todiscussions aboutthe Jesuit
Online Editor, CoverEditor
Maria Villa, AdvertisingManager
ment thatyou actually trusted and teachings about social justice. Yet,
Greg Boudreau, Distribution
Jamila Johnson,News Editor
supported, and your country held I cannot help but think that such
Manager
Nate Zell,Sports Editor
political prisoners. At what point teachingsstrongly condemntheuse
TomasGuillen, Advisor
JC Santos, OpinionEditor
would you think monitoring and of directed violence or suppression
Editor
Quiroz,
Michael
Features
Staff zvriters:RyannCooper,
controlling these people was ac- of fundamental rights by a governKimburly Ervin,Marissa Cruz,
Christina Soghomonian,A & £
ceptable? [Stewart]: I'm such a ing authority.
Editor
Jean Wahlborg.
Stewart's presentation to thelaw
strange amalgam ofold-line things
Mark Bonicillo,Copy Editor
and new-line things. Idon't have school focused not upon her outany problem with Mao or Stalin or landish statement and wacky politiThe Spectator is the official student newspaperof Seattle University.
leaders or certainly cal views,butinstead upon the case
It is published every Thursday, except during holidays andexamination the Vietnamese
locking
peoplethey see as againsther. The indictmentagainst
Fidel
up
periods, for a total of 28 issues during the 2002-2(X)3 academic year.
dangerous.Becauseso often, dissi- her listschargesstemming fromher
POSTMASTER:Send address changes to: The Spectator, Seattle dence hasbeen usedby the greater representation of Sheikh Omar
Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No. 2783 powers to undermine a people's Abdel-Rahman (aka "Sheikh
University,

'

The Spectator
—
—

900
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Omar"),who was convictedin 1995
for his part in a conspiracy to blow
upthe World TradeCenterandother
New York landmarks,and toassassinate the Egyptian President.
Sheikh Omaris the spiritual leader
of "Islamic Group" (IG), an international terrorist group dedicated
to opposing "infidels," i.e. nations,
governments, institutions, and individuals that do not share IG's
radicalinterpretationofIslamiclaw.
Stewart discussed at length the
chargeagainst her relatingtoa controversial press release she made.
Citingtheneed tokeep SheikhOmar
from contacting the outside world
and IG, the Bureau of Prisons
adoptedspecial administrativemeasures (SAMs)thatrestricted Sheikh
Omar's contact with the outside
world. Stewart signed an affirmation to refrain from passing messages from the Sheik to the public
and the media. According to the
indictment. Sheikh Omar withdrew
his support of IG's then-existing

cease-fire and Stewart subsequently
"releasedSheikh Abdel Rahman's
statement to the press and quoted
Sheikh as stating that he 'is withdrawing his support for the ceasefire that currently exists.'"
In 1997, IG butcheredover fifty
people in Egypt in one horrifying
massacre. The group ofvictims included tourists and Egyptians, as
well as police officers.Leafletsdemanding the Sheikh's release were
strewn over the corpses. One
v ictim's chest was cut open and a
leaflet placed inside. Thus, there
was every reason for U.S. officials
to believethat IG terrorists would
be motivated by statements from
their spiritual leader tocommit further terrorist atrocities.

.

Stewart, however,

disregarded

IG's past activities and theirdevotion to the Sheikh, as her rationale
for violating the SAMs rested
largely upon her assertion that nobody was hurt by the statement and
also byherinsistencethatthe SAMs
violatetheFirstAmendment.These

See Lawyer, page 15
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A trial, a sentence, a life Sex offenders?
Not on my block
the state's attempts to build this fa-

federal fines.
Second, they need to realize that
those convicted of sexualoffences
must go somewhere.The law does
havetheresources topolice the area. not allow them tobe sentenced for
This is idiotic. With this logic, life, so get over it. Sex offenders
spreadingthesepastcriminalsacross will serve their time and then must
the county would be far tougher to come back into society.
Third, the greatest number of
police. If they are spread across the
county whensomethinggoeswrong, people are "safe" when sex offendif someone else is hurt, the blame ers are slowly integrated into an
won't immediately find Reichert. aware public. If this housing gets
Instead ofsayingyoudon'thave the builtthe neighborhood willbemore
resources,shouldn't theyfind a way awareandif they find it a risk they NICOLE RETANA
toget the things they need toprotect can take precautions to keep their Editor-in-Chief
the people? And by the people I kids and themselves safe. Without
Ifthere is one thing Icommunidon't just mean the people of the this housing thoseconvicted of dan- cate in this piece,I
want it to bethis:
neighborhood but also the offend- gerous crimes will be thrown into The law is good. 'The law" is a
ers.
society surrounded bypeople who lofty, omnipotentbeing who proThese pastoffenders are just that. are not aware.
tects us all and always makes the
Fourth, a heightened awareness right decision in our best interests.
Past. You can spit a million statistics at me if you'd like, but it all in the communities where these
Oh no wait, that's wrong. Ial—
comes down to this when the per- plans have been proposed can help most forgot thelaw wasn't a glowson committed theircrime and was kids and women from being at- ing tablet handed down to us earthsentenced, it should stop there.
tacked by first time assailants.
lingsby some all-knowing deity.
Rather,thelaw is a malleable and
Reichert is just trying to protect
The situation stands like this:
himselfin adifficultsituationwhere There are 100 convicted sex of- ever-changingdocumentwhosefate
—
— fenders inWashington thatneed to
public opinion dumb as it is
lies at the whim of contemporary
could get the best ofhim.
go somewhere.
politics and social conventions.
Somesay the role of government
After the U.S. Supreme Court Moreover,it'sdictumis molded by
is tokeep thepeople safe, but safeis confirmed it was unconstitutional the hands of human beings who,
a relative term. The government tokeepformer sexoffenders locked albeit, are educated but fallible all
serves to keep the greatest number up last year, Washington needs to the same. That's right, regular, evof people safe from action, but has make someprovision.KingCounty erydaypeople whoevery now and
no role when it comes to the prob- will get up to 15 of these past of- againmake a decision that's not the
ability of repeat offenses or the fenders. We can not change this best, orjustplain — dare Isay it?—
thoughts of others.
outcome. These men need to go wrong.
Now for the peopleshootingtheir somewhere.
Thisisn'ta foreignconcept, is it?
mouths off and slowing down this
Yes. Sex crimes are emotional Laws being amended, court deciprocess.
and bring out all our fears, but they sionsbeingreversedbyanotherjury
cility. According toa Seattle Times
article,Reichertis against thehousing because he fears he might not

JAMILA JOHNSON

News Editor

No one says, "I like sex offenders." No one defends the molestation of small children. But few
people still defend the laws of the
country.
First, this isn't a bleeding heart

liberal column as someof my previous columns havebeen called. It's
common sense.

Regardless of the atrocities of
sex offenders, once they do their
institutional time they must go
somewhere.Science shows us that

humansdo not spontaneously com—
bust not even if you cut off their
testicles.
In 1994 a federal court order demanded that Washington begin to
house the most dangerous sex offenders in order to protect the public andbegin to easeoffenders into
societyagain.

Toobad the public is toodense to
understand this.

Over the past months communities in Washington have resisted

the

government proposals to put

housing for sex offenders in their
neighborhood. '
Manywhodon t supportthehousing, such as King County Sheriff
Dave Reichert, have tried to fight

First, theymaycause Washington
toget a $7 millionfine. We have to
do this, or we will pay for it in

Letters to the Editor
The choice is
ours
After reading "If it's a matter of
choice, then choose life", in the
"Spectator" Ifelt it necessary to
voice my opinion. According to
SarahParker, Spectatorcolumnist,
"Thesedays,having anabortionis
like flipping hamburgers." Last
timeI
checked anabortion was not
like flippinghamburgers,nor didit
cost the price of a hamburger, financially, physically or emotionally. It is unfair to assume that
women whohave abortionstakeit
lightly.Norisitfair tosay that prochoice means pro-abortion. Ipersonally believein choice,the right
to make your own decision. Ibelieve that people have the right to
be responsible for their own actions and theirown body; that it is
not right for the government to put
laws on my body. Neither I, nor
anyoneelsehas the right to judge
the choices ofothers.
What makes me upset is that
people are quick to judge while
never actually learn more about
this topic. They see it as murder
andthenclose thedoor on the subject. Ithink it'san important issue
and shouldbe exploredmore.
Ialso felt thatSarahParkerused
badstatistics toget herpoint across.
She claims that one out of every
sevenwomen having sexbecomes
pregnant. First of all where did
Sarahgetherinformationfromand

isthat number for thecity ofSeattle,
for theentire UnitedStatesorfor the
entire world? Andjustbecause there
are abortion clinics does not mean
that everyone runs off to them. If
you are worried about people gettingpregnant whynot taketheissue
up with the school,get them torealize thatpeoplehave sex andpass out
some protection.
What confused me most was the
fact that Sarah Parker says "I believe that women need to be given
fullchoice" yet sheisnotpro-choice.
Sarah also claims that women are
beingforcedbyoutside sources,like
their boyfriends to have
abortions...how about giving
women some credit, they can make
their own decisions for themselves.
Megan Mariah Niemitz
Freshmen

View more letters at
www.spectator-online.com
The Spectator welcomes the
campus community's comments. Pleaselimit letters to
350 wordsandinclude your
year, major and/or affiliation with Seattle University.
Submit them by mail or to
spectator@seattleu.edu by
Monday before print. The
Spectator reserves the right
to editsubmissions.

.

will endup back insociety. It's up
to us to make sure the transaction is
done correctly. The sex offender
transitional housingproposed is the
best option.

rights and right to human dignity?
Ihave alwaysbeen one of those

people who believe that we are all
born into this worldequal and free
beings withconstitutional rightsand
that once you do something, say
sexually and violently assault another adult(or worse, a child),then
you forfeit your right to play.
My beliefin the fact that we all
get a chance at the game oflife and

some ofus makedecisionsthattake
us out of the game, only fans the
flamesof fury Ifeel whenIreadthe
decision of Federal District Court
Judge William Dwyer. Back in
1994, Judge Dwyer ruled that it is
unconstitutional for the statetokeep
sexual predators at McNeil Island
Special Commitment Center after

they had completed serving their
sentences.Prior to his ruling, communities were able to keep sexual
offendersout oftheirneighborhoods

vague a "community protection"
law, which meant that parolees had
tostay on theislandand continuing

servingtimeuntilacommunitytook
him/her in.
Let me be the first to say, yeah
that is unconstitutional. But you
know what?Him/her had a chance
at democracy, and then they went
and did something horrible, absolutely horrible,toanotherindividual
They took away a little part of
someone's human dignity and in

.

It's all part of the way our demo- return they're going to give sacricratic country operates.
fice a littlebit of theirs.
Assuming that weallagree onthe
Iknowtaking the liberty to make
above, I'm going to head onto the
this kindof judgementcall justbegs
—
dangerous territory question that the question of wheredo Idrawthe
bothers me the most. Is there any line, so let me be up front and say 1
Jamila Johnson is a junior point in time when someone com- don'tknow. I,too,happen to be one
journalismmajor. Contactherat mits a crime so heinous that he/she of those fallible beings who every
johnsoj7@seattleu.edu
sacrifices his/her constitutional nowand then gets emotional,overexcitedandemotionalandsay things

[Lawyer defends violence]
From page 14

Ilater regret.
So maybe I'm wrong and con-

their lives in the defense of our victedsex offenders really aren't so
,
nationin
the war,in.Iraq, not radi- bad and, more importantly,
arguments, even assuming they
'
lawyers
whobehave lrresponcal
rehabilitable.But if all that is true,
,.
are plausible,are ones
, she should
° acts of, then whyisn't JudgeDwyer'sneigh. sibly and risk facilitating
have,made toacourtbefore violat- terrorism,
-,,
borhood on the list for potential
ing the SAMs.
sexual housingsites? You'd think
Perhaps Stewart will be found
he wouldhave at leastoffered.
innocent and will not get sent up
theriver. Yet,whatever the trial's Seth Cooperisa thirdyearlaw Nicole Retana is a senior
outcome, therealheroes are those student. Contact him at
journalismmajor. Contactherat
in our military who have risked coopersl@seattleu.edu
retanan@seattleu.edu
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FOOTNOTES

Campus

Voice

Nothing Happened
Last Week

If you were an exotic dancer,
what would your name be?

whit of commonsense woulduse a reportersays:Godspeed,SUReview.

JAPANESE WRESTLER
LastMonday,April 14,delivered
a landmarkin Japanese historyas a
masked wrestler by the name of
"The Great Sasuke" was elected
into one of Japan's representative

assemblies. According to Reuters,
the 33-year-oldfollowedin thefootsteps of Jesse "The Body"Ventura
to secure a seat onthe Iwateprefecture, whichlies just 290miles north

of Tokyo.
Sasuke told a Nikkan Sports
newspaper that he hopes to display
his "superabundantpower" outside
the ring, and vowed the mask will
not leavehis face out of loyalty to
his constituents. Awesimo!

"

"Princess Pussycat.
AMELIA DOTY,FRESHMAN, POLITICAL
SCIENCE

"Arthur Blue Balls."
Annen,
Zac
freshman, international
STUDIES

CHICKEN CHIPPER
A fair warning to PETA members: Avert your eyes now, for the
text further on leads to tragedy.
Drumsticksandfeathers wereflyinglast Monday,when twoCalifornia poultry farmers pushed the
boundaries of cruel and unusual
deathby feeding 30,000 live chickens into a woodchipper.

Reutersreportedthe Fargo-esque
act will not be handed off to the
scrutiny of law enforcement due to

its sanctioningby the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The fanners
explainedto the news service that
they needed todestroy the chickens
because their egg-producing abilities were "spent."Offering the animals to the meat market was also
out of the question, as both farmers
are underquarantineforthe poultry
virus ExoticNewcastle Disease.
"The act of feedinglivechickens
into a wood chipper isan extraordinarily callousandbarbaricact andI
can't imagine any person with a

"Lusciously Laminated Lucas."

/

LUCAS MCINTYRE, SOPHOMORE,PRE-MAJOR

I
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woodchipper as a killing tool,"said
Wayne Pacelle, a spokesman for
the Humane Society.
SURE VIEW
Last Wednesday, April 16, saw
the long overdue return of SU's
much beloved and "ONLY source
forconservativeperspectives. ," the
SUReview.Gracing the blue stands
inPigott, the Administration Building,Casey andthe dirty floorsofthe
library entrance, the Review once
again delivered some provocative
insight and smarmy banter as only
conservativescan provide.
Section by section, the paper
comes off as a solid undertaking
despite theinherent fallacy inlabeling only twopages "Opinion" and,
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"Sweet Asian Chocolate.

NICHOLE SAUVAGEAU, SENIOR,
ACCOUNTING (LEFT)

"Sassy Spider Legs.

"

KATIE ELDER, SENIOR, MARKETING
Photos by Abby laxa / staff Photographer

worldwide died down, German

spokesmen went on to outline the
physics of the apparatus. The condomis said to include a modicum of
anesthetic on the inner lining, ful-
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After the flurry of rejoicing by
inexperienced high school boys
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ture ejaculation.

fillingits goal of lengthening the
reproductive act. While the Germans have yet to win approval for
their invention, the company's
of course, the Photoshop "profes- praise for the miracle formof consionalism" eeking out of the ads traception continues.
poking fun at the nation's lovable
"Men tend to get turned on more
quickly
liberals.
than women," one spokesThankfully, theReview's editors man for the Cologne-based firm
appearedto have ditchedthe "Lib- Condomi told Reuters. "Our coneral Watch" column in favor of a domwillevenup theodds bynumbnew addition,"On the Spot," which ing the man's sensitive regions
allowsany good soul from SU (lib- but not the wholebody, like when
eral or conservative) to open up a you're drunk."
can of rantin' in print.
Lamentably, the sophomore
SUNDAY
effort's masthead seemedto reveal
Thepast weekendedon April 20,
that the Review will be goingquar- Easter Sunday, the day Christians
terly.But from the glass-is-half-full believeJesus ascendedintoHeaven
crowd,onecansee this willgivethe after rising from the dead.
Also today, a lot of people got
paper's writers(and its competent
editor,Juliana Tadie) more time to high,many Americansremembered
prepare articles representing the the anniversary of the Columbine
views of their brothers and sisters HighSchool shootings, and Adolf
Hitlercelebratedhis 114thbirthday
on the right.
Whether the aforementioned in the seventh circle of Hell.
views are moral, valid orrelevant is ScanReidcompiles strange stories
for thereaders todecide. At therisk for yourprotection. Send him any odd
of ouruniversity'sliberal wrath,this newsat reids@seattleu.edu
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condom with the ability to numb a

man's penis soas to preventprema-
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WELCOMEDPROTECTION
On Thursday, April 17, Reuters
(the always-dependable strange
news resource)reported a German
company's intention to market a
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*For more info call Nicole
Retana at 206-296-6476

